
Dixon Wells - Online Data System Changing Today!
 
We are excited to announce that Dixon Wells will be updating our
online data access system today.  Every aspect of the Dixon
Wells online data management system has been improved.
 Users of the system will notice an updated appearance,
increased functionality, and more report search options.  Due to
the increased security protocols in the system, users not
registered to use iGO will need to register for the case status
system after today.  Unfortunately, the current user name and
password will no longer permit access to the Dixon Wells data
management system after today.  If you have any questions or
issues concerning registering for the Dixon Wells DataView
system, please contact your local Dixon Wells officer or email
marketing@dixonwells.com.  To access and register for the Dixon
Wells DataView system, please click here.

Dixon Wells has an Advantage for Impaired Cases

Dave Kopelcheck in our Columbus office is one of the newest
Dixon Wells principals. Dave is also a member of the Risk
Appraisal Forum (RAF). RAF is a very high-end underwriting study
group with only fourteen members. RAF meets with chief
underwriters and medical directors of major life companies to
discuss topics affecting life underwriting   The relationships
garnered from the RAF membership distinguish us in the impaired
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risk marketplace.  If you want an edge on an important case, send
it to Dixon Wells.  

North American - Revamps Underwriting Guidelines
 
This week, North American announced that they are
making significant enhancements in their underwriting guidelines. 
They have improved their position on recreational marijuana use,
EKG & medical requirements, and preferred risk consideration for
medical conditions that are not severe enough to cause ratings,
such as non-ratable asthma and sleep apnea.  To learn more
about these and other underwriting changes,  please click here.

Dixon Wells will be closed on July 4, 2016 in observance of Independence Day. 
We want to wish you and your family a safe and fun-filled holiday. 
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